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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Abbrevated definitions such as LGA and LDA is not shared at the first mentioned sentence and that
makes the introduction part hard to understand. Overall there are excess abbrevations which causes
great effort to read and understand this rewiew.Otherwise the rewiev is interesting and may be
worth for publication after a radical language edition. Sharing a table for the description of the
Wienna classification could also be nice.
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This review article is written about preoperative diagnosis of superficial non-ampullary duodenal
epithelial tumors (SNADETs). It seems very important for endoscopists because recent advantage of
endoscopy enables them to detect SNADETs in clinical daily practice. I have some concerns before
acceptance in its present form. #1. This review article seems to devote too many pages in the section
"4)Vessel plus surface classification system…" using authors' unpublished data. All figures and tables
are cited in this section. By contrast, other sections seem to be enumeration of previous reports. I
recommend authors to reconstruct it in a balanced fashion as far as possible. #2. Abbreviations are
slightly confusing. I recommend authors to show them in a table or a figure. #3. "A bstract" should
be corrected to "Abstract." #4. In the 2nd paragraph of "Introduction", I recommend authors to
mention why complication rate is high in duodenal treatment. #5. In the last sentence of
"Introduction", "such as …" can be omitted because it is repetitive. #6. For the first sentence of the
section "Endoscopic diagnosis of SNADET extent, a reference is necessary. #7. I recommend authors
to suggest a flow chart from diagnosis to therapeutic strategy for SNADETs if possible.
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